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We investigated ground state properties of a heavy-fermion antiferromagnet Ce7Ni3 under hydrostatic pressures and magnetic fields.
ompound undergoes two antiferromagnetic phase transitions atTN1 = 1.9 K andTN2 = 0.7 K. BelowTN1, a spin-density-wave (SDW) develo
pon applying rather weak pressure 0.39 GPa =Pc, bothTN1 andTN2 vanish, and non-Fermi liquid behavior appears in the specific hea
agnetic susceptibility. The enhancement of residual resistivity along thea axis nearPc is attributed to the increased spin fluctuati
long thea axis. By applying fieldsB along thec axis, TN1 is suppressed and vanishes at 0.3 T. Magnetoresistance, specific-he
agnetization measurements revealed another field-induced magnetic (FIM) phase in the regionB || c > 0.7 T andT < 0.5 K. Neutron diffraction

xperiments indicate that the magnetic unit cell in thec-plane for the FIM phase is treble that of the chemical unit cell. Moreover
agnetic reflection intensity remains even in the region between the FIM phase and SDW phase. This observation indicates the

arge spin fluctuations in thec-plane associated with the magnetic frustration, which should be responsible for the magnetic insta
e7Ni3.
2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

In recent years, various deviations from conventional
ermi-liquid behavior have been found for some cerium
Ce)- and uranium-based compounds near an antiferromag-
etic quantum critical point. The deviations are character-

zed by anomalous temperature dependencies of the specific
eatC, magnetic susceptibilityχ, and electrical resistivityρ;
/T ∝ −ln T, χ ∝ 1− T −0.5, andρ ∝ T [1]. The breakdown
f the Fermi-liquid behavior can be tuned by alloying or by
pplying a hydrostatic pressure or a magnetic field[1]. Most
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interestingly, heavy-fermion superconductivity appear
the vicinity of the pressure-induced magnetic–non-mag
phase boundary[2].

On the other hand, the interesting physics provided by
metrically frustrated systems is also under active discus
The geometrical frustration can occur in triangular, kago
fcc, and pyrochlore lattices where nearest-neighbor int
tions compete. The frustration in insulating materials lea
multiple phase transitions and novel field-induced magn
phases[3]. When the frustration affects an itinerant mag
unusual physical properties have been observed, e.g.,
liquid behavior in Y0.97Sc0.03Mn2 (C15 cubic Laves phas
[4]. However, there have been few studies on geometri
frustrated Ce compounds. In CePdAl with the quasikag
lattice of Ce atoms, one-third of Ce ions remain paramag
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in the antiferromagnetically ordered state belowTN = 2.7 K
[5,6].

A heavy-fermion antiferromagnet Ce7Ni3 possesses
above two features. Ce7Ni3 crystallizes in the hexagonal
Th7Fe3-type structure having three non-equivalent Ce sites;
1Ce I, 3Ce II, and 3Ce III. As shown inFig. 1, the Ce
I and Ce III atoms form a hexahedron. The hexahedrons
are stacked in chains along thec axis, which resemble the
arrangement of Mn atoms in geometrically frustrated RMn2
(R, rare earth) compounds crystallizing in the hexagonal C14
Laves structure[7]. Ce7Ni3 undergoes two magnetic transi-
tions atTN1 = 1.9 K andTN2 = 0.7 K[8]. A neutron-diffraction
study showed that the magnetic structure belowTN1 is a spin-
density wave (SDW) with a modulation vectork = 0.22c* [9].
With application of pressure, bothTN1 and TN2 decrease
and vanish atPc = 0.39 GPa, and non-Fermi liquid behav-
iors, C/T ∝ −ln T, and � ∝ (1− T −0.5) appear[10,11]. On
cooling below 0.5 K, theC/T curve nearPc deviates from
−ln T dependence, and exhibits a broad maximum around
0.15 K[11]. These observations indicate that the−ln T depen-
dence inC/T between 0.5 and 6 K is a crossover phenomenon
to a Fermi-liquid ground state, and is consistent with the
result predicted by the self-consistent-renormarization (SCR)
theory of spin fluctuations[12]. In order to study the spin fluc-
tuations in Ce7Ni3 relevant to the pressure induced non-Fermi
liquid behavior, we have measured the electrical resistivity
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axis. ForB || c > 0.7 T, another field-induced magnetic (FIM)
phase appears below 0.5 K, which was found by magne-
toresistance, specific-heat, and magnetization measurements
[13]. The findings of a small entropy gain of 0.1R ln 2 and
the very small increase of magnetization of 0.005µB at the
phase boundary suggested that the FIM transition is associ-
ated with the ordering of the small moment of 0.1µB on Ce
III. The separation of the FIM phase from the SDW phase
was attributed to large spin fluctuations originated from a
geometrical frustration in the hexahedron made of Ce I and
Ce III atoms in Ce7Ni3. In aiming at determining the mag-
netic structure of the FIM phase, we have performed neutron
diffraction study on a single crystal sample in a temperature
range 0.04≤ T ≤ 1 K and a field range 0≤ B ≤ 5 T.

2. Experimental procedures

A single crystal of Ce7Ni3 was grown by a Czochralsky
pulling method using a radio-frequency induction furnace
with a hot tungsten crucible. In order to decrease defects,
strains, and impurity ions, the as-grown crystal was heat-
treated by the technique of the solid-state electrotransport
in a high vacuum. The electrical resistivity under pressure
at low temperatures (0≤ P ≤ 0.7 GPa and 0.05 <T < 300 K)
was measured by a four terminal ac method by using a
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long thea andc axis,ρa andρc, under pressure up to 0.7 G
t temperatures down to 0.05 K.

The geometrical frustration mentioned above may
o anomalous magnetic behavior under magnetic field
act, bothTN1 andTN2 vanish above 0.3 T when the ma
etic fieldB is applied along thec axis, the magnetic ea

ig. 1. Crystal structure of Ce7Ni3. Two Ce I atoms and three Ce III ato
orm a hexahedron stacking along thec axis.
lamp-type piston–cylinder pressure cell. The pressure
etermined by the measurement of the superconducting
ition of Pb. Daffne oil was used as a pressure-transm
edium. The magnetization measurements in the tem

ure range 0.05≤ T ≤ 1.3 K were performed by a Farad
ethod using a high-resolution capacitive magnetom

14]. Neutron diffraction experiments were performed us
riple-axis spectrometer 4G-GPTAS installed at JRR-3 M
AERI (Tokai). Neutron energy was fixed at 30.5 meV.
ample was cooled down to 0.04 K by a3He–4He dilution
efrigerator, and magnetic fields up to 5 T were applied
uperconducting solenoid.

. Pressure effect on the resistivity

Fig. 2 displays the temperature dependence of the
rical resistivity along thea and c axis, ρa and ρc, under
ressures. ForP = 0, there is very weak anomaly atTN1 and
maxima atTN2. At P = 0.27 GPa,TN1 is recognized as a

pturn inρa and a drop inρc, butTN2 goes below 0.05 K, th
owest measured temperature. This observation atTN1 sug-
ests the formation of an energy gap along thea axis due to th
DW with a modulation vector along thea axis. It is notewor

hy that at 0.27 GPa, the value ofρa(T) for T < 0.1 K is slightly
arger than that atP = 0, whereasρc(T) is reduced to the ha
f the value atP = 0. This finding suggests that the spin fl

uation along thea axis remains at 0.27 GPa <Pc = 0.39 GPa
he spin fluctuations along thea axis may lead to the no
ermi liquid behavior inC andχ as mentioned in Section1.
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Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity of Ce7Ni3 along
thea andc axis under various pressures.

With increasing pressure up to 0.7 GPa, bothρa andρc are
suppressed strongly and the anisotropy betweenρa(T) and
ρc(T) becomes quite small. This implies that the spin fluc-
tuations along both thea andc axis are totally quenched by
applying pressure above 0.7 GPa.

4. Field-induced magnetic phase

We summarize the magnetic field (B)–temperature (T)
phase diagrams of Ce7Ni3 for B || c in Fig. 3. Both TN1 and

Fig. 3. Magnetic field vs. temperature phase diagram of Ce7Ni3 for B || c.
The short-range order (SRO) is found by the present neutron diffraction
study.

Fig. 4. Temperature dependence of the scan along (h h 0) line aroundh = 1/3
in Ce7Ni3 at the magnetic field of 3 T applied along thec axis.
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Fig. 5. Temperature dependence of the intensity of magnetic reflection at
(4/3 1/3 0) of Ce7Ni3 in various fields applied along thec axis. The inset
shows the field dependence of the intensity atT = 50 mK.

TN2 vanish at 0.3 T. Upon increasingB || c above 0.7 T, a
field-induced magnetic (FIM) phase appears and its bound-
ary closes atB || c = 10.5 T. Furthermore, a short-range order
(SRO) is found in the range 0.3≤ B ≤ 0.7 T by the present
neutron diffraction study as shown below.

At first, we scanned along a (0 0l) line. No magnetic reflec-
tion at (0 0l) for 0< l<1 was detected atT = 50 mK when the
field B || c was increased to 5 T. By the scan along the (h h 0)
lines, magnetic reflections were observed at (1/3 1/3 0) in the
FIM phase. Thus, the magnetic unit cell in thec-plane is tre-
ble that of the chemical unit cell.Fig. 4shows the temperature
dependence of the scan aroundh = 1/3 atB || c = 3 T. The peak
vanishes at 0.7 K, which corresponds with the boundary of
the FIM phase inFig. 3.

The temperature dependence of the intensity of the
magnetic reflection at (4/3 1/3 0) in various constant fields
B ≤ 1.5 T is shown inFig. 5. The temperature at which the
slope has the maximum coincides with the boundary of the
FIM phase inFig. 3. However, there is a tail of the intensity
up to 1 K, which is beyond the phase boundary. Furthermore,
as shown in the inset ofFig. 5, the intensity at the same Q-
vector exists even in the field range 0.3 <B < 0.7 T, where no
anomaly was found in the measurements ofC, M andµSR
[15]. Thus, the weak magnetic reflection is a manifestation of
a sort of SRO. In this state, large spin fluctuations associated
with the magnetic frustration should play the central role.

5. Summary

We have reported the results of the electrical resistiv-
ity under hydrostatic pressure and neutron diffraction study
under magnetic field for a heavy-fermion antiferromagnet
Ce7Ni3. The enhancement of the residual resistivity along
thea axis at 0.27 GPa near the critical pressurePc = 0.39 GPa
is attributed to the spin fluctuations along thea axis. For
B || c > 0.3 T, the magnetic unit cell in thec-plane is treble
that of the chemical unit cell. The (1/3 1/3 0) magnetic reflec-
tion remains even in the field range 0.3 <B || c < 0.7 T and
temperature rangeT < 1 K. These results suggest that large
spin fluctuations in thec-plane are responsible for both the
non-Fermi liquid behavior under pressure and the anomalous
magnetic phase diagram forB || c. The pressure- and field-
induced magnetic instability of Ce7Ni3 should be explained
by taking account of the dependence of the spin fluctuations
on pressure and magnetic field. To make clear this point,
further microscopic study, neutron diffraction measurements
under pressure are highly desirable.
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